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Abstract—Reconfigurable all-optical code translation are
demonstrated in a spectrally phase-coded optical-code-division
multiple-access (O-CDMA) testbed with an interference user. For
both one-stage and two-stage code translations, less than 0.9-dB
power penalties are induced at each code translation. Multistage
code translations are investigated via simulation and experimental
emulation in a loop pulse shaper to show the potential application
of the proposed method for up to several tens of code translations.

Index Terms—Code translation, multiple-access interference,
optical-code-division multiple access (O-CDMA), pulse shaper.

I. INTRODUCTION

T IME-DIVISION multiplexing (TDM) and wavelength-di-
vision multiplexing (WDM) have been extensively

explored and utilized in optical communication systems. Alter-
natively, optical-code-division multiple access (O-CDMA) is
receiving increased attention due to its potential for enhanced
information security, simplified and decentralized network con-
trol, improved spectral efficiency, and increased flexibility in the
granularity of bandwidth that can be provisioned. In O-CDMA,
different users whose signals may be overlapped both in time
and frequency share a common communications medium;
multiple access is achieved by assigning different, minimally
interfering code sequences to different O-CDMA transmit-
ters. In many O-CDMA approaches, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1(a), input ultrashort pulses are time-spread during
the encoding process into lower intensity noiselike signals
[1]–[10]. In the receiver, data corresponding to a desired user is
separated from multiaccess interference (MAI) via a matched
filtering (decoding) operation, in which properly decoded sig-
nals are converted back to the original pulselike signals, while
improperly decoded signals remain low-intensity, noiselike,
temporally broadened waveforms. Multiuser, gigabits per
second (Gb/s) O-CDMA systems have been demonstrated by
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Fig. 1. (a) Conceptual diagram of an O-CDMA network. (b) Conceptual
diagram of all-optical code translation in an O-CDMA network.

several groups [3]–[8], including the authors’ own previous
demonstrations of four-user 2.5-Gb/s [3], [4] and 10-Gb/s [5],
[6] O-CDMA systems utilizing reconfigurable spectral phase
coding and low-power nonlinear waveform discrimination.

Code-division multiple access (CDMA) is well suited for
network environments characterized by bursty data and mul-
tiple users, and O-CDMA provides the potential to use optical
processing to perform certain network operations such as ad-
dressing and routing. Reconfigurable O-CDMA coding would
allow the number of required codes to be reduced by code
reallocation to share codes among subscribers, while all-optical
code translation would enable the capability to form cascadable
and/or routable O-CDMA networks (since modifying the code
would be equivalent to modifying the address). Fig. 1(b) shows
the conceptual diagram of code translation in an O-CDMA net-
work. Suppose the signal encoded by code at a transmitter
travels to the destination across one optical path, as shown in
the figure. Since multiple users share the fiber transmission
medium in O-CDMA networks, might have already been
used between certain optical nodes due to the limited code
space. If this does happen, code translation has to be employed
to resolve the confliction. In this example, code is translated
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to , , and , respectively, at the corresponding optical
nodes along the optical path before reaching destination. As
a result, code translation is an efficient way to increase user
counts and/or reduce the number of required codes by reusing
codes in O-CDMA networks. The ability to dynamically
translate from one code to another in an O-CDMA network is
analogous to dynamic wavelength conversion/switching, which
is a key capability for reconfigurable wavelength-division-mul-
tiplexed (WDM) networks [11], [12].

Code translation in O-CDMA can be implemented via
optoelectronic conversion (i.e., optical-to-electrical (O/E) or
electrical-to-optical (E/O)) [13] while losing optical trans-
parency. Previous efforts to pursue all-optical O-CDMA code
translation have been reported in time-domain coding [14]
and two-dimensional (2-D) time/wavelength coding [15].
Both of these efforts required a complicated nonlinear optical
processing scheme with short code lengths (four to eight
chips), and the code translators did not support dynamic re-
configuration. Moreover, the previous effort only demonstrated
single-stage, single-user code translation. In this paper, re-
configurable all-optical code translation is demonstrated, for
the first time to the authors’ knowledge, in a spectrally phase
coded O-CDMA testbed. Both one-stage and two-stage code
translations induce less than 0.9-dB power penalties at each
code translation. Multistage code translations (greater than two)
are investigated via simulation and experimental emulation in a
loop pulse shaper [22] to show the potential of code translations
up to several tens of translations. In the proposed spectral phase
coding scheme, the code translator is the same apparatus as
the O-CDMA encoder/decoder and provides multistage code
translation in a simple, linear, and delay-free scheme. Code
translation is essentially instantaneous, limited only by the
propagation time through the free-space apparatus, which is
significantly faster than other methods based on optoelectronic
conversion [13] or nonlinear optical processing in long fibers
[14]. The programmability of the code translation function
demonstrated here is a fundamental operation required for effi-
cient reconfiguration of O-CDMA networks, which potentially
shows better network performance than its fixed counterpart.
Similar improvement was observed when using tunable, rather
than fixed, wavelength conversion in WDM networks [11].
Furthermore, an interference user is included in the code trans-
lation demonstration so that the effect of MAI can be evaluated,
which is a key issue in any O-CDMA demonstration.

Similar to previous O-CDMA all-optical code translation ap-
proaches [14], [15], all users will experience code translation in
the proposed scheme. It is not possible to independently change
the code for different users in the same fiber, which is similar
to some of the wavelength conversion techniques in WDM net-
works. This is a constraint, for example, if only one user is
expected to be code translated while keeping other users un-
touched. However, this could also be a significant advantage
in some situations, analogous to simultaneous multiwavelength
conversion in WDM networks [11], [12].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, the theory of code translation is outlined. Section III
presents the experimental and simulation result in four area:
1) one-stage code translation, 2) two-stage code translation,

3) pulse degradation caused by code translation, and 4) multi-
stage code translation. The paper is concluded in Section IV.

II. PRINCIPLE OF CODE TRANSLATION

In our O-CDMA scheme, an input ultrashort pulse spec-
trum is spectrally phase-coded as
and broadened to a pseudonoise waveform in the time
domain, where is the spectral phase code

. Here, repre-
sents the th spectral code chip in a code sequence of length

, which the encoder applies to a small band of frequencies
centered at angular frequency , . For

-ary phase coding, the phase in any particular chip is allowed
to take on possible values, given by

(1)

When for all no phase modulation is applied, and the
pulses remain uncoded.

Since the code translation devices are the same as encoder/de-
coder, all of them can be uniformly treated as coders for no-
tation convenience. An optical path with coders consists of
one encoder, code translators, and one decoder, corre-
sponding to -stage code translation. For proper decoding
after passing through all of the stages, the accumulated spec-
tral phase modulation for each code chip becomes equal to an
integer multiple of , and the properly decoded waveform is
converted back to a short pulse (the same temporal shape as the
original input pulse); mathematically

(2)

where is the phase code applied by the th coder
. Note that (2) represents a chip-by-chip

summation, which can be broken into a set of equations
explicitly

for all

(3)
where is the th chip of phase code applied by the th
coder. In the special case of , it reduces to the familiar
simple encoder/decoder pair without code translation, where
codes for the encoder/decoder are conjugate when properly
decoded.

On the other hand, at a translator knowing the incoming and
outgoing waveforms with phase code and , respec-
tively, the code applied to code translator can be calculated
as

(4)

Again, (4) is based on chip-by-chip operation. Note that the
code for an outgoing waveform differs from the code
applied by the code translator. For successful code translation,
the translated outgoing pseudonoise waveform with phase code

shows distinct fine structure from the incoming waveform
with phase code .
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Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus for one-stage code translation.

CDMA systems typically utilize specific code families,
where each code within the code family is known to exhibit
desirable properties such as pseudorandom properties or low
cross-correlation and autocorrelation sidelobes [10], [16].
Furthermore, many popular code families known from the
communications literature are closed under summation in the
sense that for any two member phase codes and , the
phase codes ( modulo ), which are formed via
chip-by-chip operation, are also a member of the same code
family. Examples of code families with good pseudorandom
properties and that are closed under summation include -se-
quences (a binary code ) and the family sequence (a
quaternary code ) [10], [16]. Therefore, in our scheme,
not only do the codes exhibited by the coded waveforms along
the optical path , but also all codes used by the
encoder, translators, and decoder remain members of
the original code family. These properties will be desirable for
spectrally phase-coded O-CDMA networks, since they simplify
the code translator design and configuration (essentially the
same as encoder/decoder) and guarantee that the resultant
MAI (improperly decoded) signal retains good pseudorandom
properties. Both binary codes and quaternary codes from
the communications literature have been used for successful
system demonstrations in our previous literature [3], [4] and are
suitable for application to code translation. The discussion of
code translation also applies to orthogonal binary codes often
used in O-CDMA system, e.g., Hadamard codes [6]. Hereafter,
quaternary codes from the family sequence ( ) are
used unless otherwise specified.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. One-Stage Code Translation Experiment

A schematic diagram of a single-stage O-CDMA code
translation demonstration is shown in Fig. 2. An actively
mode-locked fiber laser followed by a dispersion-decreasing
fiber soliton compressor producing nearly transform-limited

0.4-ps pulses at 10 GHz centered near 1542 nm is used
as the pulse source. A 2.5-Gb/s pseudorandom bit sequence
(PRBS) data stream is impressed on the laser output with
an intensity modulator (four pulses in each bit) and then split
to generate both desired and interference users. For each user,
the modulated ultrashort pulses are input into programmable
spectral phase encoders—fiber-coupled Fourier transform pulse

Fig. 3. Reflective pulse shaper used as encoder/translator/decoder. f : Focal
length; PC: polarization controller; LCM: liquid-crystal modulator.

shapers [17]. User channels are independently controlled to
equalize their powers and to obtain identical polarizations in
order to correctly evaluate the effect of MAI. The output of each
user path is decorrelated by a fiber-delay line and then combined
at the programmable code translator—the third pulse shaper.
The receiver [3], [4] consists of a decoder—the fourth pulse
shaper—used to select the desired user to decode, an optical
amplifier, a highly sensitive fiber-pigtailed periodically poled
lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide to perform the nonlinear
discrimination function based on second-harmonic generation
(SHG), and a 2.4-GHz-bandwidth photoreceiver, adapted
from 10-Gb/s Ethernet, operating at the second-harmonic
wavelength of 0.77 m. Furthermore, appropriate lengths of
dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF) are used to compensate
the dispersion of the system. Only single-mode fiber (SMF)
and DCF are used in our experiments; polarization-maintaining
(PM) fiber is not employed.

The encoder, decoder, and code translator are implemented
by the well-developed ultrashort pulse-shaping techniques [17]
using a fiber-coupled Fourier transform pulse shaper that incor-
porates a 128-element liquid-crystal modulator (LCM) array to
spectrally phase-code the spectrum of the source laser. The indi-
vidual pixels of the LCM can be electronically controlled inde-
pendently to give an arbitrary phase shift in the range of 0 to 2
with 12-b resolution. The programmability of the LCM-array
pulse shaper enables quick and convenient testing of various
code families as well as the capability of reconfigurable code
translation. Fig. 3 shows the reflective pulse shaper configura-
tion used in our experiment [18]. Since the diffraction grating
in our setup is polarization dependent, a polarization controller
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Fig. 4. Intensity cross-correlation measurements of the desired user: (a) uncoded, (b) encoded, (c) translated, and (d) properly decoded pulses.

(PC) is used before circulator port 1. A collimator is connected
to circulator port 2. A telescope could be inserted after the col-
limator to magnify the beam size on the grating in order to en-
hance the spectral resolution, although that is not required in the
current experiments. Discrete frequency components making up
the input short pulse are diffracted by the grating and focused by
the lens at the retroreflecting mirror. The LCM is placed just be-
fore the lens focal plane to enable programmable spectral phase
coding. Special care has been taken by the LCM vendor to min-
imize the distance from the back of the apparatus housing to the
liquid-crystal layer in order to minimize loss of resolution in the
shaper. A retroreflecting mirror leads to a double-pass geometry,
with all the frequencies recombined into a single fiber and with
the output at circulator port 3. The pulse shaper is easily pro-
grammed under computer control, which allows reconfigurable
encoding, decoding, and code translation. The fiber-to-fiber in-
sertion loss of each pulse shaper is around 5 dB (including cir-
culator loss). In our pulse shapers, the 12.8-mm aperture of
the 128-pixel LCM array corresponds to a 17.9-nm wavelength
range. Three of the pulse shapers have 200- m resolution
(resolution is defined as the focused beam diameter of any single
optical frequency component at the LCM plane), corresponding
to roughly two LCM pixels. The resolution of the fourth pulse
shaper is 300 m. All four pulse shapers support length-31
codes (four pixels per code chip), in which 124 pixels are used
for coding while the unused four pixels are set to constant (zero)
phase.

Fig. 4 shows intensity cross-correlation measurements of
pulse waveforms for a desired user. A) in Fig. 4 shows the

0.4-ps uncoded pulse. B) shows the pulse after the encoder,
which is broadened to an approximately 20-ps pseudonoise
waveform resulting from spectral phase coding with a length-31
quaternary code from the family sequence ( , with
phase shifts of 0, , , or ) [16]. C) shows the pulse
after the code translator, still a pseudonoise waveform but with
distinctly different fine structure, which implies successful
code translation. D) shows a properly decoded pulse after the
decoder, where codes are selected to satisfy (2) so that the
accumulated spectral phase modulation becomes zero (modulo

). The properly decoded pulse is converted back to a short
pulse with a small sidelobe due to coding degradation by the
encoder/translator/decoder. A)–D) in Fig. 4 corresponds to the
waveforms at points A–D in the experiment setup shown in
Fig. 2. However, for experimental convenience, all of these
waveforms are measured at the decoder output D by program-
ming the unused, redundant pulse shapers to have a constant
(zero) phase.

Fig. 5 shows the code-translated waveforms at the de-
coder output when both desired user and interference user

Fig. 5. Intensity cross-correlation measurements of both desired and
interference users.

are selected. As expected, the properly decoded short pulse
from a desired user and the improperly decoded low-intensity
pseudonoise waveform from an interference user are clearly
observed. The interference noise will be suppressed by the
following nonlinear optical processing in the O-CDMA system
testbed. Note that a slot-level timing coordination scheme
is applied to separate the desired user and interference user
by 40 ps to avoid beat noise caused by their interaction
[3]–[5]. An ideal O-CDMA is well suited for bursty network
environments, and the asynchronous nature of data transmis-
sion can simplify and decentralize network management and
control. However, full asynchronism is difficult to implement
for O-CDMA in practice while simultaneously maintaining
sufficient MAI suppression. Therefore, some level of synchro-
nism is built into many two user O-CDMA schemes. To
suppress MAI effectively, many O-CDMA systems have relied
on precise timing coordination at the transmitter, with coordi-
nation/synchronism required at the level of the finest feature in
the coded waveforms, equal to the duration of uncoded or prop-
erly decoded pulses, typically on the order of picoseconds
[6]–[9]. This is referred to as chip-level timing coordination.
Prior work in our group demonstrated a four-user, 2.5-Gb/s,
and 10-Gb/s spectrally phase-coded O-CDMA system with
strong nonlinear interference suppression, without the need for
chip-level timing coordination at the transmitter [3]–[5]. In our
system, slot-level timing coordination was used to relax timing
constraints: each bit period was divided into multiple time slots
(equal to or longer than the coded waveform duration, which is
much longer than the chip duration), with each user assigned
to a different time slot. System performance was degraded due
to beat noise as the time-slot duration was decreased below
the coded waveform duration, which limited the available time
slots and users [4], [5]. A comprehensive discussion of different
timing scheme in ultrashort-pulse O-CDMA is given in [4].
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Degradation caused by beat noise is a universal problem for
multiuser O-CDMA systems. In general, increasing timing co-
ordination and synchronism can provide greater user counts and
better performance, at the cost of greater complexity [6]–[9].
We also demonstrated an O-CDMA system with hybrid-chip-
and slot-level timing coordination, showing the potential of
higher total user counts with both multiple users per slot and
multiple slots [6]. In our current code translation demonstra-
tion, to focus on the code translation functionality, we adopt
the relatively simple slot-level timing coordination scheme to
illustrate the MAI effect, i.e., the desired user and interference
user are separated to maintain sufficient MAI suppression.

In order to correctly recover data at the receiver, data cor-
responding to a desired user has to be separated from MAI
after decoding. Since the energy in properly and improperly
decoded pulses is similar, and since the temporal duration of
even improperly decoded pulses is on the order of the bit period
or below, both properly and improperly decoded pulses will ap-
pear identical to an electronic receiver band-limited to the data
rate. Consequently, either very fast electronics or a nonlinear
optical intensity discriminator play a critical role in separating
properly decoded short pulses from improperly decoded MAI.
In our experiment, an ultrasensitive nonlinear optical intensity
discriminator based on SHG in a PPLN waveguide is used [19],
[20]. The measured SHG efficiency of the PPLN waveguide
is 3.1%/mW for continuous wave (CW) and 170%/pJ for ul-
trashort pulses. Our discriminator permits MAI suppression as
high as 20 dB [19] and has been demonstrated in a four-user,
10-Gb/s system operating at an energy of 30 fJ b [5], as
much as two orders lower than discriminators based on non-
linear fiber optics [2], [8]. The ability to operate at low power
per user is critical for scaling O-CDMA to greater numbers of
users. In multiuser networking, each receiver will see a sample
of each of the multiple-access signals; therefore, the required
amplifier saturation power scales with the number of users (as
well as bit rate) [2], [3]. Further, full interference suppression
was realized without the need for synchronous detection due to
the nonlinear processing property, which significantly simpli-
fies system control.

Fig. 6 shows eye diagrams and the corresponding
bit-error-rate (BER) curves versus total power in the non-
linear discriminator. The results without code translation are
obtained by programming the code translator to have a constant
phase; the desired user is still properly decoded by the appro-
priate code choice at the decoder. To demonstrate effective
MAI suppression, results for single-user operation are also
presented for comparison. In both situations, code translation
induces less than 0.6-dB power penalty, which we attribute to
coding degradation added by the code translator. Small power
penalties point out the feasibility of multistage code translation.
The 3.5-dB power difference between single-user and two-user
BER curves indicates 0.5-dB power penalty caused by MAI
since a 3-dB power difference is simply due to the doubling of
the number of users at the nonlinear discriminator. We attribute
this 0.5-dB power penalty to the finite interference suppression
of the nonlinear discriminator. The power requirement of less
than 3 dBm per user at BER provides substantial
margin for scaling to higher bit rates and larger user counts.

Fig. 6. Eye diagrams and BER measurements of (A) a single user without
code translation (CT), (B) a single user with CT, (C) two users without CT, and
(D) two users with CT.

B. Two-Stage Code Translation Experiment

Fig. 7 shows the experimental apparatus for two-stage code
translation, which is similar to the previous one-stage code
translation. One more pulse shaper is added as the second
code translator. The desired user is combined with an un-
coded pulse interference user [3], [4] after the first stage code
translation. As a result, the desired user and the interference
user experience different code translation paths and number of
translation times emulating what would happen in an actual
network environment. One more optical amplifier is added for
loss compensation.

Fig. 8(a) shows intensity cross-correlation measurements of
pulse waveforms for the desired user: A) uncoded, B) encoded,
C) translated once, D) translated twice, and E) properly decoded
pulses. Fig. 8(b) shows the length-31 quaternary phase codes
applied to the encoder, code translator 1, code translator 2, and
decoder. Translated pulses remain pseudonoise waveforms but
with distinct fine temporal structures. The pseudonoise wave-
forms that are encoded and translated once are different from the
previous single-stage translation experiment because different
quaternary codes are applied. The properly decoded pulse is
converted back to a short pulse, demonstrating successful two-
stage code translation and decoding. Again, A)–E) in Fig. 8(a)
correspond to waveforms at points A–E, as shown in the experi-
mental setup of Fig. 7, but all waveforms are measured at point E
by programming unused pulse shapers to have a constant phase,
as we did previously. Again, the desired user and interference
user are separated by 40 ps (not shown).

Fig. 9 shows BER curves for two-stage code translation. The
results without code translation are obtained by programming
both code translators to have a constant phase. The results with
code translation once (not from previous one-stage experiment)
are obtained by programming the code translator 2 to have a
constant phase. The desired user is still properly decoded by
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Fig. 7. Experimental apparatus for two-stage code translation.

Fig. 8. (a) Intensity cross-correlation measurements of the desired user: A) uncoded, B) encoded, C) translated once, D) translated twice, and E) properly decoded
pulses. (b) Length-31 quaternary phase codes applied to encoder, code translator 1, code translator 2, and decoder.

choosing appropriate codes at the decoder for both cases. To
demonstrate effective MAI suppression, results for a single user
(without interference) are also shown for comparison. In both
situations, less than a 0.9-dB power penalty is observed at each
code translation. Again, the power requirement of less than

3 dBm per user at BER provides substantial margin
for scaling to higher bit rates and larger user counts. Fig. 9
shows better BER performance for a single user (in the absence
of interference) compared with the one-stage translation exper-
iment in Fig. 6, which may be attributed to better dispersion
compensation in the two-stage translation experiment. On the
other hand, results for two users show similar performance,
possibly because the interference user is only present in one
code translation stage and therefore experiences less coding
loss than the desired user. Thus, compared with the one-stage
translation experiment, the ratio of interference to desired
user should be somewhat larger in the two-stage translation
experiment.

C. Pulse Degradation Caused by Coding

According to the pulse intensity cross-correlation measure-
ment, a properly decoded pulse is converted back to a short
pulse but is degraded with small sidelobes and reduced in
peak intensity. In this section, pulse degradation caused by the
coding process is investigated in detail based on experiment
and simulation.

We use the same two-stage code translation experimental
setup shown in Fig. 7 with four cascaded pulse shapers (without

Fig. 9. BER measurements of two-stage code translation for single user and
two users. CT: Code translation.

an interference user). Fig. 10(a) shows the intensity cross-cor-
relation measurement for a properly decoded pulse after a
different number of coding operations. An appropriate quater-
nary code combination is applied to enable proper decoding
for each case. All of the pulses are measured at point E, while
unused pulse shapers are set to have a constant phase: A—
zero coding operations—all of the four pulse shapers are set to
a constant phase corresponding to an uncoded pulse; B—two
coding operations (encoder to decoder)—code translator 1 and
2 shapers are set to a constant phase corresponding to a properly
decoded pulse by the encoder–decoder pair; C—three coding
operations (encoder to translator one to decoder)—the code
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Fig. 10. Decoded pulse degradation caused by (A) zero coding operations (uncoded pulse), (B) two coding operations, (C) three coding operations, and (D) four
coding operations. (a) Intensity cross-correlation measurements. (b) Spectral measurements. (c) Simulation of pulse intensities. (d) Simulation of spectra (uncoded
spectrum is taken from experiment).

translator 2 shaper is set to a constant phase corresponding to
single-stage code translation; and D—four coding operations
(encoder to translator one to translator two to decoder) corre-
sponding to two-stage code translation. Note that we need at
least two shapers (encoder and decoder) to recover the original
short pulse. From this data, it is clear that pulse degradation
increases with the number of coding operations, showing lower
peak intensity and larger sidelobes. Pulse degradation is mainly
due to the spectral phase coding process in encoder/transla-
tors/decoder. Fig. 10(b) shows the measured optical spectra
corresponding to the time-domain traces shown in Fig. 10(a).
The spectrum for the uncoded pulse (A) shows 17.9-nm
spectral coding range across the 128 LCM pixels. Clear spec-
tral dips are observed in the spectra of (B)–(D) whenever a
phase transition (0, , , or ) occurs in the spectrum,
which explains the pulse degradation, including coding loss,
sidelobes, and slight pulse broadening. In this example, after
four coding operations (two-stage code translation), all 31
spectral dips occur for length-31 quaternary codes. If a phase
transition occurs at the position of an already existing dip,
the spectral dip becomes wider and deeper. Therefore, as the
number of coding operations increases, the number of spectral
dips increases and/or the dips become wider and deeper. The
spectral dips result from diffraction effects arising from the
frequency components falling at phase transition regions of
the LCM in the pulse shaper, which has been quantitatively
clarified previously [2], [21].

As mentioned previously, we attribute the pulse degradation
to spectral dips caused by the diffraction effects. Simulation is
performed to confirm this argument based on the theoretical
model in [2] and [21]. Only the spectral phase coding effect
is considered in our simulation. The measured uncoded spec-
trum [(A) in Fig. 10(b)] is used as the input spectrum (assume
no initial spectral phase) to our simulation. The measured pulse
shaper resolutions are used in the simulation: 300- m resolution
for translator 2 and 200- m resolution for the other three pulse
shapers. Fig. 10(c) and (d) shows the simulation results of pulse
intensities and spectra corresponding to Fig. 10(a) and (b). The
spectral dips are in excellent agreement with the experimental
results. Pulse peak intensity reduction and sidelobe appearance
are consistent with experiments. Pulsewidths of simulations are
narrower than those of experiments because experimental mea-
surements yield pulse intensity cross correlation instead of in-
tensity itself. More noticeably, peak intensities of simulations
are lower than those of experiments where coding losses are par-
tially compensated by optical amplifiers operated in the satura-
tion regime, an effect that is not considered in our simulation.
This also explains why the decoded pulse peak intensity in the
single-stage translation experiment [(D) in Fig. 4] is lower than
the result shown in (C) in Fig. 10(a) since one more optical am-
plifier is used in the setup. The details of the sidelobes after four
coding operations are investigated through both experiment and
simulation, as shown in Fig. 11, where a second-order sidelobe
arises. The intensity scales are adjusted for easy comparison.
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Fig. 11. Sidelobe of decoded pulses after four coding operations. (a) Intensity cross-correlation measurement. (b) Simulation of pulse intensity.

First-order and second-order sidelobes are located at 14.3 and
28.6 ps, respectively. The sidelobe positions and relative am-

plitudes agree well between simulation and experiment. The po-
sitions of sidelobes can also be calculated in a simple way: each
code chip occupies a bandwidth of 0.56 nm
(69.9 GHz), which is the inverse of the position of the first-order
sidelobe at 14.3 ps.

To quantify further the comparison between experiment and
simulation, we first calculate the normalized peak intensity of a
properly decoded pulse versus the number of coding operations,
as shown in Fig. 12. As mentioned previously, experimental
peak intensities are higher than simulation because the coding
loss is partially compensated by optical amplifiers working in
saturation regime. Since the pulse peak intensity reduction can
be compensated by optical amplifiers, it may not be a good indi-
cator of pulse degradation. On the other hand, the agreement of
sidelobes between experiment and simulation in Fig. 11 prompts
us to characterize pulse degradation using the sidelobes. Fig. 12
also shows the ratios of sidelobe (first-order) energy to total
pulse energy, which are not affected by optical amplifiers. The
sidelobe energies are measured and calculated by integrating the
sidelobes of the waveforms. The experimental results agree well
with simulations considering experimental uncertainties.

This discussion has centered on desired user (properly
decoded short pulse) degradation caused by code translation.
A closely related issue is the effect on the interference user
(improperly decoded pseudonoise waveform) or users of
passing through the code translators. After code translation,
the interference user is coded by another code, with almost
the same characteristics as the originally encoded (broadened
pseudonoise) waveform. The only difference is that there are
more spectral dips (and/or wider and deeper dips) caused
by code translation, similar to what is experienced by the
desired user after code translation. Such spectral dips on the
interference user are associated with loss, which reduces the
MAI power in the system. Although the spectral dips may
also introduce some distortion onto broadened pseudonoise
(MAI) waveforms, such slight distortion is not expected to
significantly affect the suppression of improperly decoded
pseudonoise signals at the receiver/nonlinear discriminator.
Overall, with an increasing number of spectral dips and loss
onto the interference user, there should be a slight benefit
(rather than a negative effect) to O-CDMA system operation,

Fig. 12. Comparison of experiment and simulation of pulse degradation
caused by multiple coding operations (equivalently code translation):
normalized peak intensity (filled symbols) and sidelobe energy (open symbols).

since the MAI power becomes smaller. On the other hand,
for the desired user, the spectral dip effect caused by code
translation has a negative impact on system performance, as
discussed in previous paragraphs. Overall, we believe that the
degradation effect on the desired user due to passing through
the code translators is more important than the effect of such
translation on the MAI. Therfore, we have focused our attention
in this paper on the effects of such degradation on the desired
user. This is a conservative approach, since the effects we are
ignoring, i.e., the reduction in MAI power, would be expected
to mitigate in part the reduction in desired user intensity.

D. Multi-Stage Code Translation

1) Simulation of Multistage Code Translation: As we have
observed in an experimental example, after four coding oper-
ations (two-stage code translation), all 31 spectral dips occur
for length-31 quaternary codes (one dip comes from the spec-
tral phase change between coded pixels and the unused four
pixels). We may expect that pulse degradation will show satura-
tion behavior in multistage code translation with a large number
of coding operations since all dips already occur after the first
few coding operations (although spectral dips become wider and
deeper during additional coding operations). We first quantita-
tively investigate multistage code translation through simulation
in the same way as we did in the previous section. Fig. 13(a)
shows normalized peak intensity of a properly decoded pulse
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Fig. 13. Pulse degradation caused by multistage code translation: (a) normalized peak intensity and (b) normalized sidelobe energy. Two examples using different
sets of quaternary codes are presented for 100-�m resolution.

Fig. 14. Experimental apparatus for multistage code translation emulation: Pulse shaper in a loop. PC: Polarization controller. DC: Dispersion-compensating
fiber.

versus the number of coding operations. All pulse shapers have
identical resolution, in which 100-, 200-, or 300- m resolutions
are used in the calculations, respectively. A larger reduction of
pulse peak intensity occurs for the first few coding operations,
but less reduction happens for additional coding operations as
predicted by qualitative analysis. Pulse peak intensity reduction
largely depends on the shaper resolution, which is reduced to
6.0% of the peak value after 30 coding operations for 300- m
resolution but improved to 56.0% of the peak value for 100- m
resolution. Specific codes applied to all shapers also affect sim-
ulation results. Two examples are presented for 100- m reso-
lution using two sets of quaternary codes, which only shows
a slight difference and essentially the same profile. Fig. 13(b)
shows the ratio of sidelobe (first-order) energy to total pulse en-
ergy. Again, degradation saturation behavior is observed. Side-
lobe energy also largely depends on the shaper resolution, which
reaches 49.3% of total pulse energy after 30 coding operations
for 300- m resolution but is only 13.5% of total pulse energy
for 100- m resolution. On the other hand, note that we have
achieved satisfactory system performance under a similar degra-
dation condition in the two-stage code translation experiment
where the sidelobe energy is 14.7% of total pulse energy, as
shown in Fig. 12. As a result, the agreement between our ex-
periment and simulation for one- and two-stage code transla-
tion, together with simulation for multistage code translation,
shows the potential of several tens of code translations utilizing
high-resolution pulse shapers.

2) Experimental Emulation of Multistage Code Translation:
Pulse Shaper in a Loop: To emulate multistage code transla-
tions without the need for a large number of pulse shapers, we
proposed a scheme to emulate this process—a pulse shaper in a
closed loop where a portion of the shaper output is fed back to
the input so as to experience multiple passes through the shaper
[22], as shown in Fig. 14. This loop scheme allows testing of
the multistage code translation process in a simple and conve-
nient setup. In actual O-CDMA networking applications, code
translation would instead take place in distinct pulse shapers lo-
cated at different nodes as demonstrated in the previous sec-
tions. The same laser source described previously is used, and
all fiber links are dispersion compensated using an appropriate
combination of SMF and DCF. A reflective pulse shaper is in-
serted into the closed loop to permit multiple coding. After the
pulse shaper, a portion of the coded output is amplified by an op-
tical amplifier and reinjected into the shaper through the input
coupler.

For the pulse shaper in a loop, code is imposed onto the
spectrum during each of passes through the shaper. Therefore,
the output waveform after passes corresponds to another spec-
tral phase code due to the identical code in all passes.
Whenever the accumulated spectral phase modulation for each
code chip becomes equal to an integer multiple of , the pulse
shaper produces a properly decoded pulse (same temporal shape
as the original input pulse) so that mathematically

(5)
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Similar to (2), (5) is based on chip-by-chip operation. Actually,
(5) is a special case of (2), where and identical code
is used by all coders. For -ary phase coding, where the phase
in any particular chip is allowed to take on possible values
given by (1), (5) is satisfied whenever is an integer multiple of

. When the number of passes is not equal to a multiple of ,
according to the number of passes modulo , the pulse shaper
output corresponds to a set of distinct pseudonoise
waveforms, indicating multiple code-translated waveforms.

Fig. 15 shows intensity cross-correlation measurements of the
output of the closed-loop pulse shaper. The numbers labeling the
pulses represent the number of passes ( ) through the shaper.
The delay through the loop is fine-tuned using a fiber stretcher
to give an apparent advancement of approximately 15 ps per
pass (relative to the 100-ps periodicity arising from the 10-GHz
laser repetition rate). For no phase coding (the shaper is set at
a constant phase), exponentially decaying pulse trains (with es-
sentially identical shape) are observed, as shown in Fig. 15(a).
The attenuation corresponds to a net loop loss of 3 dB per
pass. The peaks corresponding to the first eight passes through
the pulse shaper are visible. Since only one pulse shaper (thus,
one code) is used in the closed loop, it is not feasible to prop-
erly decode the pulse using a combination of distinct codes in
the loop shaper for multistage code translation, as demonstrated
in the previous section. However, note that it is still a valid code
translation demonstration even if all pulse shapers use one iden-
tical code because each translated pulse exhibits distinct wave-
forms and represents a distinct code. To illustrate this sort of
code translation using one identical code in loop shaper, we in-
corporate two-level ( 2, binary) and three-level ( 3)
codes as well as the four-level ( 4, quaternary) code used
previously. Length-31 code chips are used for all three cases.
For a two-level (0, ) -sequence code, the output pulses are
broad noiselike waveforms after odd numbers of passes, while
they are decoded back to their original shape after even numbers
of passes, as shown in Fig. 15(b). Three complete encoding–de-
coding cycles can be observed. This clearly demonstrates the
cascadable nature of the encoding–decoding process. Although
for the two-level code, one may consider the experiment as cas-
caded identical encoding/decoding operations rather than code
translation; the capability to properly decode back to a short
pulse after six shaper passes is still demonstrated. To some ex-
tent, this could be considered as a generalized four-stage code
translation if the all-zero ( ) spectral phase code is also
treated as a code. Fig. 15(c) shows results obtained using a
three-level (0, , and ) code where the phases of each
chip are randomly selected. Two distinct encoded waveforms
appear at the delay positions corresponding to 1, 4 and
to 2, 5, respectively, while decoded short pulses appear
at 3, 6. This corresponds to two cycles of one-stage code
translation using one identical code. Or similar to (b), this could
be considered as a generalized four-stage code translation. For
a four-level (0, , , and ) code, three different encoded
waveforms are observed before the pulse is successfully de-
coded, as shown in Fig. 15(d), which corresponds to a two-stage
code translation using one identical code. These results show
that a pulse could be properly decoded after going through as
many as six pulse shapers (loop loss and 100-ps periodicity

Fig. 15. Intensity cross-correlation measurements of multistage code
translation emulation. The numbers labeling the pulses represent the number
of shaper passes.

limit us from detecting more), proving the feasibility of mul-
tistage code translation application. The fundamental limitation
of the number of code translation comes from the coding degra-
dation as investigated previously; nevertheless, several tens of
code translations should be possible, as shown in our simula-
tion results.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In an all-optical code translation scheme, all users will expe-
rience code translation. This could be a significant advantage,
analogous to multiwavelength conversion in wavelength-divi-
sion-multiplexed (WDM) networks [11], [12]. In certain net-
work applications, it is desirable that only one user is expected
to be code translated while keeping other users untouched. In
such a situation, the target user has to be separated from other
users, translated to a new code, and inserted back to the net-
work, which is a combination of add–drop and code transla-
tion functionalities in an optical-code-division multiple-access
(O-CDMA) network. An asynchronous add–drop scheme has
been proposed [23] for ultrashort-pulse spectrally phase-coded
O-CDMA, but its implementation still remains a challenge.

In summary, reconfigurable all-optical code translation has
been experimentally demonstrated in a spectrally phase-coded
O-CDMA testbed with an included interference user. Both
one-stage and two-stage code translations induce less than a
0.9-dB power penalty for each code translation. Multistage code
translations are investigated via simulation and experimental
emulation in a loop pulse shaper, showing the potential of up
to several tens of code translations. Pulse degradation caused
by the coding process is studied theoretically through simu-
lation and confirmed by experiments. The key result, namely
demonstration of high-quality code translation, is possible due
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to the properties of spectral phase coding. In the proposed
spectral phase-coding scheme, the code translator is the same
as the O-CDMA encoder/decoder and provides multistage
code translation in a simple, linear, and delay-free scheme. The
programmability of the code translation function demonstrated
here is a fundamental operation required for reconfigurable
O-CDMA networks, suggesting the possibility of addressing
and routing in O-CDMA networks based on all-optical code
translation.
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